1 The map is defined by f : pZ{2Zq n Ñ Z{pZ; px 1 , . . . , x n q Þ Ñ x 1`2 x 2`¨¨¨`2 n´1 x n , and the probability that f px`yq " f pxq`f pyq is the probability that we do not need to make a carry when adding f pxq and f pyq. Indeed, f pxq`f pyq´f px`yq " 2x 1 y 1`4 x 2 y 2`¨¨¨`2 n x n y n . Since 2 is invertible in Z{pZ we can divide and then the right hand side is between 0 and 2 n´1 . It follows that it equals 0 if and only if x i y i " 0 for all 1 ď i ď n from which the equality follows.
2 As a concrete example, without Bukh's result our arguments would give no information when G " pZ{p n Zq n where p n is the nth prime. Bukh's work raises a number of questions e.g. [Buk08, Question 16] around sumset inequalities, that bear on the problems of this paper. We now state our main result for which we require a little more notation. Given an Abelian group G and r P Z we write K G,r for the kernel of the homomorphism G Ñ G; x Þ Ñ rx, and given A Ă G write r¨A :" tra : a P Au.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that G and H are Abelian groups, G is finite, r P N is a parameter, and f : G Ñ H is an injection. Then
Ppf px`yq " f pxq`f pyqq " Oˆ1 |G| min t|r¨G||K H,r |, |r¨H||K G,r |u˙α for any α ď max
)
.
Although the statement may appear rather gruesome, Proposition 1.1 follows immediately on taking r " 2 since 2¨pZ{2Zq
n " t0 pZ{2Zq n u and K Z{pZ,2 " t0 Z{pZ u for p odd. It follows that cprq ě mintcppq : p ď 2 7 is primeu. A short calculation shows that this minimum is cp17q and the result is proved. Theorem 1.3 can be applied (again with r " 2) to show that Ppf px`yq " f pxq`f pyqq " Opp´1 11 q for injections f : Z{pZ Ñ pZ{2Zq n (an example where Proposition 1.2 gives nothing); and Ppf px`yq " f pxq`f pyqq " O`2´n 11˘f or injections f : pZ{2Zq 2n Ñ pZ{4Zq n (an example where Proposition 1.2 does not apply). The centred unwrapping map from f : Z{pZ Ñ Z taking x`pZ to x whenever x P`´p 2 , p 2 ‰ is injective and (supposing that p " 2k`1 is odd) has
If q ą p is another prime then this can be composed with the natural projection Z Ñ Z{qZ to give an injection f : Z{pZ Ñ Z{qZ such that Ppf px`yq " f pxq`f pyqq ą .
As a final remark we mention 'approximate homomorphisms' between possibly nonAbelian groups have been studied by Moore and Russell. As an example it follows from [MR15, Theorem 3] and a classical result of Frobenius 3 that Ppf pxyq " f pxq`f pyqq " Op| PSL 2 pqq|´1 6 q for injections f : PSL 2 pqq Ñ H where q ě 5 and H is Abelian.
In our arguments we regard our groups as endowed with counting measure, so that if G is an Abelian group we define f˚gpxq :" ÿ y f pyqgpx´yq for all x P G and f, g P ℓ 1 pGq;
and similarly xf, gy ℓ 2 pGq :" ÿ y f pyqgpyq for all f, g P ℓ 2 pGq.
In particular, if G and H are Abelian groups with G finite, f : G Ñ H is a function, and Γ :" tpx, f pxqq : x P Gu is the graph of f , then |Γ| " |G| and 1
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.3 which is primarily done through Proposition 1.4. The overall structure of the argument is a common one in additive combinatorics. We start with the closed graph theorem for groups: that is, the observation that a function between groups is a homomorphism if and only if its graph is a subgroup of the direct product.
The probability that we are interested in (1.1) measures how close the graph of the function is to being a group. There is a well-developed theory, starting with work of Balog and Szemerédi (see [TV06, §2.5] ), describing what such sets must look like and it turns out that in Abelian groups of bounded exponent they must be close to genuine subgroups. This is not quite the situation we are in, but arguments of this type can be used to show that if the probability in (1.1) is large then the function must agree with a genuine homomorphism on a large set. This leads to a contradiction.
For our arguments we do not need much of this general theory as a counting argument lets us arrive at a contradiction directly. This is essentially the content of Claim 1 below. Proposition 1.4. Suppose that G and H are Abelian groups; G is finite; Γ Ă GˆH is such that the coordinate projections restricted to Γ are injective; and r P N is a parameter. Then
Proof. Write π G and π H for the coordinate projections on GˆH.
3 Specifically [DSV03, Theorem 3.5.1] that for q ě 5, PSL 2 pqq has no non-trivial representation of dimension below Proof. Write Q :" tpx, y, z, wq P Xˆpr¨BqˆXˆpr¨Bq : x`y " z`wu, and consider the map ψ : Q Ñ Xˆpr¨Bqˆpr¨Gq; px, y, z, wq Þ Ñ px, y, π G pzq´π G pxqq.
This is well-defined: if px, y, z, wq P Q then x`y " z`w, and π G is a homomorphism so
Moreover, ψ is an injection: suppose that ψpx, y, z, wq " ψpx 1 , y 1 , z 1 , w 1 q. Then x " x 1 , y " y 1 , and π G pzq´π G pxq " π G pz 1 q´π G px 1 q. It follows that π G pzq " π G pz 1 q and hence z " z 1 since π G restricted to Γ is injective. But then w 1 " x 1`y1´z1 " x`y´z " w and the injectivity of ψ follows.
We conclude
ℓ 2 pGˆHq " |Q| ď |X||r¨B||r¨G|. On the other hand, if |X`r¨B| ď L|X| then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
Combining with (1.3) and cancelling we see that
since π H restricted to Γ is an injection. The claim follows.
Write ǫ for the left hand side of (1.2).
Claim 2. (1.2) holds with α ď 1 5r`1 . Proof. Define a bipartite graph G with vertex sets two copies of Γ, and px, yq P EpGq if and only if x`y P Γ. Then |EpGq| " ǫ|Γ| 2 , and Γ`G Γ :" tx`y : px, yq P EpGqu Ă Γ, so |Γ`G Γ| ď |Γ|. The Balog-Szemerédi-Gowers Lemma [TV06, Theorem 2.29] can then be applied to give sets A, B Ă Γ such that |A|, |B| " Ω pǫ|Γ|q and |A`B| " Opǫ´4|Γ|q " Opǫ´5|A|q.
Apply Plünnecke's inequality [TV06, Corollary 6 .26] to get a non-empty X Ă A such that (recalling the notation rB :" B`¨¨¨`B) |X`rB| " O pǫ´5 r |X|q. But then r¨B Ă rB and so |X`r¨B| ď |X`rB| " O pǫ´5 r |X|q and we get the claimed bound from Claim A and the fact that |B| " Ωpǫ|Γ|q. Proof. Apply Lemma 2.2 to get a set B Ă Γ such that x 0´B " B for some x 0 P G and |B| " Ω pǫ|Γ|q and |B´B| " Opǫ´5|Γ|q " Opǫ´6|B|q.
Apply Plünnecke's inequality [TV06, Corollary 6 .26] to get a non-empty Y Ă B such that |Y´3B| " O pǫ´1 8 |Y |q. Since 2¨B Ă 2B we get |Y´B´2¨B| ď O pǫ´1 8 |Y |q. By Lemma 2.1 (and the fact that |B`B| " |B`x 0´B | " |B´B|)
8˘t log 2 ru |B`B| " O`ǫ´1 8˘t log 2 ru Opǫ´6|B|q.
We get the claimed bound from Claim 1 with X " B, and the fact that |B| " Ωpǫ|Γ|q.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We can apply Proposition 1.4 to the graph of f i.e. Γ " tpx, f pxqq :
(π G is injective on Γ since f is a function, and π H is injective on Γ since f is injective.). The calculation in (1.1) then gives the bound in the first term in the minimum in Theorem 1.3. A similar argument, applying Proposition 1.4 with Γ " tpf pxq, xq : x P Gu and G and H swapped gives the bound in the second term in the minimum Theorem 1.3.
Sumset estimates
We have taken some care with powers in this note which means that we have needed bespoke versions of Bukh Then we can compute
from which it follows that |A`B| |A| ď 2 and |2¨A`2¨B| |2¨A| ě 2 d´1 .
To navigate around this we appeal to the beautiful [Pet12, Proposition 2.1] of Petridis, the central component in his (2nd) proof of Plünnecke's inequality.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that G is an Abelian group; Y Ă A Ă G is finite with |Y´A´2¨A| ď K|Y |; and r P N is a parameter. Then |X`r¨A| ď K tlog 2 ru |X`A| for all finite X Ă G.
is minimal. By Petridis' lemma [Pet12, Proposition 2.1] we see that (2.1) |Z´A´2¨A`C| ď |Z´A´2¨A| |Z| |Z`C| ď K|Z`C| for all finite C Ă G.
Suppose k P N. We may assume that G is finitely generated (e.g. by A Y X), so K G,2 k´1 is finite. Then by (2.1) we have
Now, apply the Ruzsa triangle inequality [TV06, Lemma 2.6] to see thaťˇˇˇˇX`k
by (2.2) and the fact that Z Ă Y Ă A. It follows by induction thatˇˇX`ř
Let k :" tlog 2 ru and write r in binary i.e. let ǫ 0 , . . . , ǫ k P t0, 1u be such that r " ǫ 0`ǫ1 2`¨¨¨`ǫ k 2 k . Then
The second lemma varies the vanilla Balog-Szemerédi-Gowers Lemma by adding some x 0 with x 0´T " T . This means that for sumset purposes we can treat T as symmetric and will not need to bear the cost of applying Pünnecke's inequality to pass between bounds on |T´T | and |T`T |.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that G is an Abelian group and S Ă G has x1 S˚1S , 1 S y ℓ 2 pGq ě ǫ|S| 2 . Then there is a set T Ă S and some x 0 P G such that x 0´T " T, |T | " Ωpǫ|S|q and |T´T | " Opǫ´5|S|q.
Proof. For y, z P G define ppy, zq :" 1 |S| |py`Sq X S X pS`zq|1 S pyq1 S pzq ď 1 |S| 1 S˚1´S py´zq.
Let x P S be chosen uniformly at random and put U :" S Xpx´Sq so that Pppy, zq P U 2 q " ppy, zq. 
